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Aviator Game: Play Now and Win Big

The beauty of the new and exciting Spribe Aviator game lies in its simple mechanics; every Brazilian gambler can try it without any prior experience.


Combining this with the fact that it’s pretty possible to cash out real money by winning your bet back thousands of times, you should already be thrilled to learn which are the best Aviator sites in Brazil and start winning today! 


Play Aviator					








   How Does the Aviator Game Work?
    As its name perfectly illustrates, the Aviator game is a tile where users place their bets before the round just to see an old red plane take off. As long as the machine is in the air, there will be a drastically increasing multiplier. So you aim to cash out your bet before the plane falls, banking on the most significant possible multiplier. 
    Although this might sound pretty easy, it can quickly become tricky when you cash out your bet on a decent multiplier but then the plane reaches x50 or more. On the flip side, you might be getting greedy and wait for an enormous multiplier of this kind, only for the plane to fall into the x20 range, which on the other hand, will fill you with doubt and regret that you haven’t cashed out sooner. But that’s what makes the Aviator games so exciting and different from all the other titles you can come across online. So to better understand the game, let’s break down some of its most crucial features to pay attention to.
        	        Cash Out 
            	    One of the first components of the Aviator is the cashout feature. This is the primary way you will profit when enjoying the game, so you have to use it frequently. Naturally, you would want to take your profits as quickly as possible, but be careful because once you push the button, there is no going back. 
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  	        Automatic Play Cash Out
            	    The auto cash-out feature is essential, so you don’t miss the perfect opportunity to bank your winnings. You need to tick the option and choose the multiplier where you would like to cash out. Once the round is on and this multiplier is reached, the system will automatically make the cashout. 
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  	        Round History
            	    Like all the online gambling industry slots, the Aviator game operates under provably fair technology. In other words, all its results are 100% random and can’t be manipulated or predicted in any way.
 So, although there isn’t any logic you can use to determine the results in the next Aviator rounds, you can review the previous results in the game and look out for tendencies. That’s how it might be possible to predict when the next large multiplier will appear.
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 Pin Up Aviator
 
     1win Aviator
 
     Mostbet Aviator
 
      Aviator Online Game Characteristics
    You need to learn some curious specifications about the Aviator money game. For example, have you known that the RTP percentage of the game is 97%? It’s more than most online slots in online casino platforms!
    Let’s go through all of the vital game characteristics of the Aviator in the table below:
    Aviator Spribe Gaming Overview
    	Game Type	Mini-Game
	Developer	Spribe Gaming
	Date of Establishment	January, 2019
	Gambling Licenses	MGA, UK Gambling Commission, Gibraltar. Croatia, Italy, and more
	Game Technology	Provably Fair
	RTP 	97%
	Volatility 	Low/Medium 
	Supported Devices	Desktop, Tablet, Mobile Phones
	Features	In-game Chat, Live Stats
	Security Technology 	HTML5
	Where to Play in Brazil	1Win, Pin-up, Mostbet, 1xBet, Betway, Hollywoodbets, etc.
	Winnings Potential 	x50,000+ 


             	        Aviator Game Algorithm
            	    As we briefly covered, the Aviator game algorithm is based on the famous RNG technology for generating results. To ensure that players can enjoy fair gambling when playing the Aviator, Spribe Gaming always has an active RNG (Random Number Generator) on the title.
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At its core, this unique technology uses pre-set sequences of actions like the hourly weather or the number of times a player clicks the mouse on an online Blackjack table.
    The RNG algorithm will take that sequence, turn it into complex mathematical symbols and numbers, and use it as a base to create 100% random results on the particular game.
    And all of that happens on the cloud platform of a third-party company.
    In other words, you can be assured that the Aviator game results are just as random as you flip a coin at this exact moment or even more up to chance. And that’s confirmed by all the different gambling licenses Spribe Gaming has for the game.
    While browsing through them, we can see the MGA, the UK gambling commission, regulators from Gibraltar, and many more. These are some of the most rigorous online gambling commissions in the industry.
    On top of all that, the high RTP of 97% on the Aviator is another reason why so many Brazilian players now choose it before everything else in an online casino. But that’s understandable because, as an online casino lover, you get the best of both worlds while playing the Aviator online game – frequent returns and massive potential to win back your bet thousands of times!
     Pin Up Aviator
 
     1win Aviator
 
     Mostbet Aviator
 
         	        How to Check the Honesty of the Aviator Spribe Gaming?
            	    After deeply reviewing how the Aviator and its fairness technology works, there will hardly be any skeptical players.
 Still, this is not an issue as you can check in detail how the result of a particular round has been generated, proving it’s all fair gaming in every Aviator round. To check this information, click on one of the rounds you want to examine. This can be done from the few available sections with the statistics.
 You have to click in any of the places where the arrows point, and you will receive a detailed report on the result of the round and how it was generated. This shows just how transparent the Aviator game is, which is not something you will often encounter when gambling online.
 If that’s not enough, you can learn more about the provably fair technology and how it works by clicking on the instructions at the bottom of the report.
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   How to Play the Aviator for Real Money in Brazil?
    Even though Aviator is one of the most exciting games you can play online, you won’t have the best experience if you don’t know what you are doing and put yourself at risk. As the game has a fantastic RTP of 97%, you need to understand a few different strategies and learn everything you need about the various available options you can use.
    That said, let’s start with the basics.
     Pin Up Aviator
 
     1win Aviator
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        	        Check the Stats and Look for Tendencies
            	    You have to look at the round history before most of the playing rounds on the Aviator. That’s because sometimes, you can identify recurring tendencies that might give you a hint or two about what multiplier can be reached in the following rounds.
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  	        Placing a Bet
            	    The first thing you must do in the game is to place your bet. This is easily done from the betting panel at the bottom of the window. First, choose the amount you want to risk and click on “Bet.” If you look carefully, you will also spot a second identical panel, from which you can place a second bet simultaneously, allowing you to implement some of the winning Aviator strategies we teach. But more on that in the following lines.
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  	        Cashing Out
            	    When the round is already running, you will follow the action to cash out at the highest multiplier possible. Luckily, this mechanic is perfectly optimized in the Aviator game, which makes cashing out possible in a split second. 
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  	        Exploring the Second Bet Option and Uncovering Aviator Strategies
            	    Once you understand the foundation of the Aviator well enough, it’s time for you to begin trying to play with the second bet activated. This will open the door for you to explore new possibilities, mainly profitable Aviator winning strategies.
 You can do your research as almost every traditional gambling system applies to the game of the Aviator, like Martingale, D’Alembert, Fibonacci, and more. But before choosing any of those, you should know that the minimum bet amount is $0.10, while the maximum is $100. So, you won’t have all the freedom to increase your wagers indefinitely.
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  	        Auto Play
            	    After checking out the betting panel, some of you have thought that the mechanics of the Aviator game might be too manual. Well, that’s indeed the case, especially when considering there is a new round every 10 seconds. Your hand can become sore only from clicking the cashout button dozens of times.
 That’s why the autoplay feature is the perfect solution. With it, you can choose the number of rounds you want to play and even limit the maximum losses or winnings you can encounter. With this feature, you can relax and let the game do all the work for you, hopefully even bringing you massive winnings.
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Aviator Demo
    Although the Aviator online game is pretty straightforward and you can begin playing right away, this doesn’t mean you will do it right away. Of course, we encourage you to try out the game with real money, but once you begin to implement unfamiliar strategies and betting approaches, it’s much better to bet using the demo mode. If you read on, you’ll find the bookies offering Aviator in Brazil. Register on any casino from this list and try the Aviator demo to have a good start.
    The great thing about the Spribe Aviator demo version is that it has all the features of the standard game, with the only difference being that you have a large bankroll to spare. So, you can spend as much time as you like having fun and polishing your skills without taking any unnecessary risks.
         	        Aviator Mobile App
            	    One of the best traits of the Aviator game is that it’s available for every device, even mobile phones. Unfortunately, Spribe Gaming hasn’t created a dedicated app for Aviator game. Still, you can play it from your portable devices either by downloading the mobile app of the Brazilian online casino where you play or directly from your mobile browser.
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Still, it’s widely known that dedicated mobile casino apps always provide the most flawless experience, so you should probably favor that. To download a mobile app and play the Aviator, search for the casino’s name online, along with the words “mobile app.” This can happen from a few different sources:
    	Casino Official Website
	Google Play Store (for Android devices)
	App Store (for iOS devices)

    It’s essential that before trying to download the file of the mobile application, you go to the settings section on your phone, then choose security, and allow it to install files from unknown sources.
      Where to Play the Aviator?
    As the Aviator game is already a few years in the gambling market and has already established itself as one of the most exciting titles in the world of online gambling, you can enjoy it in almost every casino available in Brazil. Still, this is not a decision that should be taken lightly.
    There are many rogue platforms, so you should research and filter the sites that will provide you with the best environment to enjoy Aviator. But if not, you can trust the research of our team.
    Our experts have spent hundreds of hours searching for the best casino suitable for the Aviator game. Luckily for you, the result of this is an exclusive list of platforms you can join today and enjoy the exciting Aviator games to the fullest, taking advantage of all their incredible functions.
    In the following lines, we will go through each site in question so you can easily choose the one that appeals the most to you. Follow the links added to visit real websites available in Brazil. It’ll help you avoid facing fraud.
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  	  		Pin-up casino is a platform where Brazilian players  can quickly dive into thousands of games from some of the most exciting gaming developers like Endorphina, Betsoft, Belatra, and more. The site is licensed by the gambling commission of Curacao, the industry’s oldest regulator.
 The welcome bonus will also make you consider joining Pin-up casino. This offer will provide up to R$1500 and 250 free spins, doubling your initial deposit. That means a significant bankroll, perfect for trying out the Aviator game on Pin Up. Some additional advantages of Pin-up casino include the following:
 	Excellent selection of live dealer games.
	Minimum deposit is R$5.
	Withdrawals to Brazil payent systems take 3 days only.
	Verification can be completed with ID and permanent residence permit in Brazil.
	Portuguese-speaking customer support managers.

 	
  	  		  			Play Pin Up Aviator		  	
          	  		  			  				1Win Aviator Brazil			
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  	  		The Aviator might be a fantastic game, but it shouldn’t be the main reason you are joining a particular gambling site. And the perfect example of that is the casino 1Win. With its selection of over 3,000 games, and the many other sources of entertainment like poker, sports betting, or live dealer games, there is plenty to enjoy besides the 1Win Aviator.
 The platform is licensed by the gambling commission of Curacao and has an incredible 500% welcome bonus offer of up to R$6850! This will surely mean one of the most significant starting bankrolls, which you can use to crush the Aviator game by using some of the most profitable strategies. An overview of some 1Win benefits also includes:
 	Low minimum deposit of R$20.
	Mobile casino app for Android and iOS.
	18 languages are available, including Portuguese.
	Deposits and withdrawals via local payment systems (PIX, Boleto), or direct transfer to any Brazilian bank.
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  	  		Established in 2007, the Curacao-licensed 1xBet is one of the most reliable online gambling platforms for Brazil gamblers . Join it and play the Aviator. The site is an official partner with the football club Paris Saint Germain, the Italian Serie A competition, Red Bull, and many more. It even sponsored official Brazilian esports team competing in CS:GO.
 That’s why it’s not a surprise that the company focuses primarily on sports betting, but there is also a fully-fledged casino section with top-quality games, including the 1xBet Aviator. In addition, the casino welcome bonus can provide over R$9500 and 150 FS in bonus, so even the most progressive Aviator strategies will be within your reach. Other things you can expect at 1xBet:
 	Safe and legal to play in Brazil due to Curacao license.
	Excellent selection of bonus offers.
	24/7 support in Portuguese.
	Dozens of exclusive casino games accessible in Brazil.
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  	  		Mostbet is a trendy online casino that has been operating since 2009 and is licensed by the Curacao gaming commission. Its extremely straightforward platform has everything you would ever need for a flawless Aviator gambling experience.
 The 125% welcome bonus on the site will give you 250 Free Spins in addition to cash R$1500, which is not the best for a demanding title like the Aviator, but other benefits may still enable you to make the most out of the game.
 For example, you can claim other promotional offers to get an edge over the Aviator odds, including the site’s loyalty program, the constant 10% cashback, and exclusive offers for loyal players. Other advantages that might make you consider playing the Aviator at Mostbet include the following:
 	Excellent online reputation and a fully-secured gambling environment.
	Mobile app supports Portuguese.
	Accepts payments in BRL.
	R$50 – a minimum sum you can deposit or withdraw.
	Available poker room.
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  	  		There are many advantages to joining an established online casino with an excellent reputation. For example, Betway has partnerships with the football clubs of West Ham United and Brighton & Hove Albion, which speaks more than enough about its trustworthiness. But to solidify that even more, we can say the United Kingdom gambling commission licenses Betway.
 Although Betway will provide you with one of the most flawless gaming platforms where you can enjoy the Aviator, there are some downfalls too. For example, the 100% match welcome bonus offer will bring you R$500 utmost, which is generally insufficient. Still, you can put the whole amount in just one Aviator round, trying to win significantly. Still, looking at the brighter side of things, there are some benefits in joining Betway to play the Aviator today:
 	Has top-notch quality casino games.
	Website is available in Portuguese.
	You can enjoy one of the best sports betting platforms in Brazil.
	Quick payouts on any Brazilian payment system or bank.
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  	  		There might not be a welcome bonus offer you can use on the plane game, but you can still claim some free spins and try to win risk-free. There also are money-back offers and tournaments where you can win free cash. You have plenty of advantages to exploit at Hollywoodbets, whether you play the Aviator or not. They include:
 	Over 2,000 casino games supporting Portuguese.
	Allows betting on Brazilian football matches.
	An exceptional selection of numerous bonus offers.
	Website interface is available in Portuguese.
	No limit on withdrawals on Brazil payment systems (PIX, Boleto, etc.).

 	
  	  		  			Play Hollywoodbets Aviator		  	
         How to Open an Aviator Account in Brasil?
    When you decide to try out your luck and open an Aviator account, you will have to go through a quick process that will take you a few minutes. Note that gamblers in Brazilia can register on any online casino legally operating there if they are older than 18. If online platform allows users of younger age to create an account – this website doesn’t operate legally. 
    Stating that you’re 19 won’t be enough to gain the access to all features and sections of the website. It’s necessary to verify your identity by submitting a copy or clear photo of government-issued ID, driver’s license or passport or another document proving your identity. 
    Besides that, some gambling platforms in Brazil ask newcomers to share their CPF. It’s issued by the Brazilian Federal Revenue, and each number is unique to the individual. CPF is required for many transactions in Brazil. Online casinos ask for this document to confirm that people using their services are legally allowed to gamble. It can help prevent fraud, money laundering, and other illegal activities. 
    Generally, no matter which of the online casino platforms we present you decide to register, it will always be pretty straightforward. Still, you can benefit from checking out a step-by-step process. For our example, we will use the platform Pin-up casino. 
    	Visit the platform homepage.
	Click on the “Sign up” button.
	Fill in the required personal details.
	Sign in to your new account.
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      How to Make a Deposit and Start Playing?
    After you already have an active casino account, one of the best things you can do to increase your winning odds on the Aviator is to claim a welcome bonus offer. Getting an offer like this is very straightforward in every casino, but we will still present you with the process in detail. Again, we will use Pin-up casino for a demonstration.
    	Sign in to your account on the platform
	Click on the “Cashdesk” button on the top
	Choose a payment method and enter the amount you want to deposit. Majority of casino in Brazil support Pix and other local payment systems.
	Click on the “Deposit” button and your bonus will then be credited automatically to your account.

    As you can see, the process is pretty straightforward. Some specifics may change depending on your platform, so before trying to claim the offer, you must first go through its terms and conditions. Don’t forget to specify that you’re in Brazil, and choose the local currency – BRL.
         	        How to Win at Aviator: Tips and Tricks
            	    The Aviator game returns pretty well, and you will win frequently. But to genuinely become an exceptional player and win as much as possible from the game, you have to increase your knowledge and improve your whole approach.
 Luckily, the Aviator is a pretty flexible game, so there are plenty of ways to do that. Let’s go through some of the strategies and tips you can execute and win from the Aviator the easiest.
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Grand Martingale
    Everyone has heard of the Martingale strategy. However, this approach is weak as you eventually must bet significant amounts to win something tiny. With Grand Martingale, even one win will finally justify withstanding an extensive losing streak. That’s because instead of doubling your bet, you will double it and add one more to the mix.
    For example, if you bet $1 and lose, your next wager will be $3. If you lose again, your next wager will be $7, and so on. You can use that strategy on the Aviator with the 2x multiplier. However, remember that the maximum bet on the game is $100, so you don’t want to start with too significant bets.
      Lucky Multiplier x36
    Even with a tiny bankroll, one fascinating strategy you can use is the lucky multiplier x36. Inspired by the dynamic Roulette game, you will be trying to hunt down the x36 multiplier with this strategy.
    Every round, you will need to bet $1 on reaching this multiplier. After every 36 losing rounds, you must increase the next set of bets by $1. When you win, you restart the whole sequence.
      Two Bets
    This Aviator game strategy will take advantage of the option for a second bet. Here, you need to place two bets on different multipliers. The bigger bet should be placed on a multiplier x1.5, while the other, which will be two times less, on an x3 multiplier. 
    The logic is simple. The more significant bet will compensate for the smaller one pretty frequently, while you have a great chance to hit both simultaneously and make an excellent profit easily.
      Aviator Signals
    With the increasing popularity of the Aviator game, the so-called Spribe Aviator predictions have quickly taken over all the game lovers, putting them in a situation to wonder if someone can provide accurate signals that will lead to a sure profit. These signals are usually shared in Facebook groups or Telegram channels. But, unfortunately, here, we will disappoint you. 
    As we already discussed in detail, the Aviator game runs under a provably fair technology, which is impossible to penetrate in any way. Moreover, even the system itself can’t provide you with any hint of what the multiplier in the next would be, so what makes you think that someone can predict the exact result of an Aviator round in the distant future? Lots of scams in Brazil claim to have Aviator prediction software, but you shouldn’t trust them.
    You mustn’t fall victim to scams like these, chasing the easy winnings. The only way to become a great player on the Aviator and win is to take the time and try to properly implement some of the strategies we uncovered for you today. 
       How to Withdraw Your Winnings?
    After you have done the work and seen some success implementing the strategies we provided for you, it’s time to withdraw your winnings. Like all the other processes we went through today, this one is just as straightforward.
    	Log into your account
	Find the “Cashdesk” button on the top right of the platform
	Choose the “Withdraw” section, select a payment method available in Brazil, and enter the amount you want to withdraw.

        Pros and Cons of Aviator Online
    At the beginning of the page, we briefly discussed how players have already found some of the classic casino games boring.
    But, as you should already understand, the Aviator game is simultaneously one of the most dynamic and potentially profitable titles you can come across in an online casino.
    So, let’s compare it with traditional casino games if you still aren’t sure you want to give it a chance.
       	  		  			  				Pros Aviator Online
  				  											Doesn’t require any previous experience or skills 
  											Available in the best casinos in Brazil.
  											You can play even with a tiny bankroll 
  											It is one of the most dynamic casino games in the industry 
  											It’s RTP is higher than average (97%) 
  											You can implement a huge variety of winning gambling strategies 
  											The potential winnings can reach multipliers of over x90,000! 
  									
  			
  		
  		  			  				Cons Aviator Online
  				  											The maximum bet amount isn’t specified.
  											You can lose your funds if you aren’t careful 
  									
  			
  		
  	
  
       Aviator Reviews
    When you aren’t sure if you want to try out a particular casino game, the best thing you can do is check out what the other players think. After all, they already have experience with it and can share valuable insights. Let’s check out some genuine player reviews about the Aviator game we found online.
   

	









After a few minutes of playing, the Aviator quickly became my favorite casino game. I love exploring different strategies I can implement for this game. Taking down a significant multiplier is one of the best feelings you can experience. I’m just hooked on the Aviator game. Once you try it out, there is no going back!						




Lucas, 20 								



July 5, 2023							



	









From all the games I have tried in online casinos, the Aviator brings one of the most
significant chances to genuinely win an amount that can change your financial situation. I can’t count how many times I have seen players cashing out on multipliers reaching thousands. Truly an incredible game.						




John, 41 								



February 14, 2023							



	









There’s nothing better than enjoying a Sunday night with a glass of my favorite drink and the Aviator. Playing this game on the bank of the Amazon river surrounded by the astonishing nature is my best part of the day. I like to cash out on small profits and build my balance without too much risk. I don’t really understand how players can chase significant multipliers all the time. Winning a few hundred reals is an attractive prospect, but I need to stay responsible.						




Maria, 26 								



July 5, 2023							



	









The Aviator is one of the best casino games I find myself enjoying lately. I like that I don’t need to push myself and think too much while playing. I just go with the flow, and embrace everything that the game throws at me. Of course, that’s the way I have won my most significant multipliers.						




Pedro, 18 								



July 5, 2023							



	









I’ve never come around a game like the Aviator before. After winning over R$300 from a bet of R$4, I immediately fell in love with it. Maybe that’s why I’m always hunting for the biggest multipliers, or that might just be because I’m a naturally borned risk-taker. It supports Portuguese and for me, it was a decisive factor in choosing a game to play.						




Paulo, 22								



July 5, 2023							
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     Conclusion
    The Aviator has quickly become one of the most exciting casino games in the last few years, actively topping famous slots or table games. Players like the straightforward mechanics of the game and the fact it doesn’t require any previous experience. 
    On the web, there are many claims that you can predict with over 90% accuracy the exact multipliers at a specific time. Still, as you should know already, this isn’t possible, considering the provably fair technology the game runs under.
    So, you can explore the fantastic strategies we shared with you today, claim a generous welcome bonus on one of our recommended Brazilian casino sites, and mark the beginning of your gambling endeavor with the Aviator game today.
  
      FAQ
   	  		    							  					  						  							Is Aviator Legal in Brazil?						  					
  					  						  							Of course! The game from Spribe Gaming is licensed by dozens of gambling regulators, including the ones from Malta, the UK, Croatia, and more. 						
  					
  				
  							  					  						  							Is Aviator Real or Fake?						  					
  					  						  							The Aviator game runs under a provably fair technology, and it comes from an established gaming developer, so it’s authentic and safe. 						
  					
  				
  							  					  						  							How to play the Aviator game and win in Brazil?						  					
  					  						  							To win from the Aviator, you have to claim a welcome bonus or start with a decent bankroll and try to implement any of the profitable strategies we have shared.						
  					
  				
  							  					  						  							How to predict aviator game?						  					
  					  						  							Unfortunately, you can’t for sure predict the result of an Aviator round. Everyone that tries to make you believe the opposite has some ulterior motive. 						
  					
  				
  							  					  						  							How to withdraw money from the Aviator game in Brazil?						  					
  					  						  							The process is pretty simple and will take you less than a minute. You just have to go to the payments section in your casino account, choose the method, and select the amount you want to withdraw. 						
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Remember that playing at the casino is only for adults from 18 years of age and is associated with risk. You have noticed symptoms of addiction – contact institutions offering help in getting out of gambling addiction.		
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